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A Book that Helps
Develop Consistency,
Technique, and Ability
The Archery Drill Book features 130 of
the best drills to help refine recurve
bow, longbow, and compound bow
technique; improve the timing and
execution of your shot; build strength;
stamina, consistency, and balance;
and keep you mentally focused on
your training.
Each drill provides step-by-step
instructions so you know exactly how
to perform the drill. The coaching tips
and variations enable you to modify
the drills to your skill level.
Authors Mike Gerard and Steve Ruis
provide these drills from their long
experience as competitors, coaches,
and authors of archery content. The
book also includes favorite drills from
the likes of Lanny Bassham, Randi
Smith, Ed Eliason, Larry Wise, and others.
Serious archers and coaches who have been looking for a source of drills
to up their game need look no further. On sale ... now!
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Available from US.Humankinetics.com and
everywhere books are sold!

The First Book Targeting
College Archery Coaches
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate
Archery is for, of course, collegiate
archery coaches, but also all other
archery coaches of all stripes. It is
especially for coaches who teach
teams or groups of archers but supplies tools to help individuals, too.
In this book you will find that Coach
Ryder has shared decades of wisdom he has picked up and created
as a collegiate archer and as a very
successful collegiate archery coach.
If you coach a college archery team,
you need a copy today!
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Coming Soon!
James Park’s
Masterpiece
Mastering Archery steps through each of the key
aspects of creating accuracy, covering both the
archer’s technique and equipment. Both compound
and recurve bows are covered.
As a professional engineer, James Park builds on
sound theory, testing, and scientific method in creating a reliable and well-structured approach to
an archer achieving high levels.
This book has been written to assist archers and
coaches in better understanding and enjoying their
sport.
James Park started archery in 1960, and has
been successful both as an archer (with both
recurve and compound bows), and as a coach
(having assisted many members of Australian
Teams over the past 30 years). He was
Australian Compound Champion in 1999,
Oceania Regional Champion in 1996, and
World Indoor Masters Champion and World Record holder in 2002. He has competed
in three World Field Archery Championships.

Back In Print! In a New Edition!
Available Soon from Amazon.com and
Other Online Sources!

editorial
And Now for Something . . .
As you are probably aware,
Mike Gerard’s and my new book is
out (The Archery Drill Book) and as
is our practice, I wanted to get
someone to write a book review to
help you decide whether this is a
book you would like to buy. The
usual practice elsewhere is to get
some homer, a good friend of the
author, to write a glowing review. I
could have done that, and I decided not to. On a whim, I put out a
call on my coaching blog to see if
anyone was interested in writing a
review for you. I got a few responses, which is always nice, and at the
top of the list was a gentleman
from Wales. I got in touch with
him and we “talked” back and
forth a bit and I signed him up. (I
put “talked” in quotes because I use
email almost exclusively to do AF’s
business. I also save every danged
email which prevents a lot of miscommunications as I can go back
and re-read things to make sure I
got them right.)
In any case, we have a new
author to introduce to you, Peter
Draper from Wales (that’s in the
U.K if you are geographically challenged ... the U.K. is just to the left
of Europe if you are really, really
geographically challenged).
In addition we have quite a
number of articles from tried and
true AF authors. Randi Smith has
an article on how to teach the use
of a mouth tab (plus instructions
on how to make some), Tom
Dorigatti is taking the plunge into
the history of the compound bow,
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starting at the beginning, the best
place to start (with the Allen compound). Our favorite archer/
coach/medically trained professional, Sue Palsbo, Ph.D., is starting a series (don’t know how long,
I just keep urging her to write
more) on “Masters archers,” that is
the 50 and over age group. Sue
doesn’t want to say anything she
can’t back up with research, so I
think if you are like me (ahem, in
that “masters” age category), you
will be very interested in what she
has to say (much of which I was
ignorant of ).
Bob Ryder is back, this time
talking about the merits of compartmentaliztions, which is all
about holding conflicting beliefs in
your mind but in separate places.
You read it here first!
An “oldie but goodie,” James
Swan, Ph.D. is back sharing some

tips on performance psychology,
aka shooting in The Zone. If you
remember James from a while ago,
you may have noted that sometimes he is billed with “Ph.D.”
after his name and sometimes not.
The same is true for Sue Palsbo. It
is our practice to recognize
advanced degrees when the author
is writing on the topic the degrees
are in. So, a dentist writing on
fletching arrows will not have
D.D.S. after his name as that
training is irrelevant to the topic
being written on. So, when you see
academic credentials in this magazine, it is because they are pertinent.
Vee Soar continues her series
on Helping the Helpers and
Simon Needham completes his
two part diversion into consistency
and its role in tuning. And our
DIY guru, William Moltzan
shows how you can make a release
aid trainer for very, very little
money.
The AER people chipped in
with “Getting Serious” articles on
group tuning which should be of
interest to many coaches and
archers.
And it is now indoor season,
so shoot small groups!
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Contributors
Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level IV
Coach, a Recipient of the Maurice Thompson
Medal of Honor from USA Archery, a past
U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and
National Champion, past member of the US
Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament
Director for over 35 National Archery Championships, including National Indoor, Target,
and Field Championships, past Vice-President and member of the NAA Board of Governors, pats Chairman and Executive Committee Member of the College Division of the
NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
His is currently a Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World
Champions during his tenure

Peter Draper is a member of Wyke Archers, a
target archery club that meets in Hull, a city
in the north of England. Peter says “I have
been a keen recurve shooter for five years
although I came to the sport quite late in life
when I was looking for a way of coping with
the stresses of a demanding job. I would
describe myself as a serious recreational archer.
When my work allows, I enter competitions at
the regional level, and I have begun to enter
competitions at the national level. I have not
won anything yet, but I continue to improve
and I am confident that I will soon get placed.
“I love archery as it so inclusive. At Wyke
Archers we have members of both sexes, some
excellent junior archers, and others with disabilities. I am amazed to have found a sport I
can excel at, later in life. I currently hold the
classification of Bowman, which puts me in
the top 14% of UK archers.
“I am Professor of Nursing at the University
of Hull (though it won’t be long before I
retire). When I’m not working or shooting I
ride my bike, run (slowly), write haiku, and
contribute to the life of my local church.”
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Susan Palsbo, PhD, retired from a 30-year
career in designing studies and mining data to
inform and improve health care systems business decision making and clinical care processes. She started archery at age 50. In 2018, she
fulfilled a life-long dream to win an athletic
medal for her country, at the World Archery
Masters competition.

Veronica-Mae Soar was first introduced to
archery in the 1970’s, V trained as a GNAS
Instructor and later upgraded to Coach. She
soon became involved with admin, at Club,
County and Regional level, mostly on the
publicity side, writing for newspapers and
magazines and occasionally being interviewed on radio. Much coaching was now
concentrated on training what were known as
“Leaders” - non archers wishing to learn how
to teach scouts and guides or school pupils; but
there were also successful coaching days for
established archers and regular sessions with
disabled archers. V herself shot at many
archery tournaments and reached First Class,
shooting for her County several times.

William Moltzan started in archery 1971.
First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk.
Bought with my paper route money. Hunted for
deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# compound. Olympic Recurve 2005-2011. 2011current target compound, Hoyt Contender.
Have built my own arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe and mill.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland continuing to live in Scotland, Simon
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Coach Randi Smith was the National Para
Head Coach for USA Archery from 2005
through 2018 She has coached archers to five
Paralympic medals, including two Paralympic Champion titles. A Level 5-NTS
coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt
Lake Archery. She has been the head coach for
the Utah Hot Shots JOAD club since 1986.
Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educational psychology and the other in adapted
physical education; both from the University
of Utah. She is a licensed professional counselor
and therapeutic recreation specialist.

James Swan, Ph.D. today is a writer, TV
and film producer and actor. www.jamesswan. com In November of 2019 he produced
the annual Hollywood Celebrity Archery
Shoot, which is a benefit for the National
Archery In The Schools Program.
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The Allen
Compound Bow
The Start of an Archery Revolution
by Tom Dorigatti
As I sit down to write this article, I realize high spots and those that seemed to have had the
that many, if not most of you, readers weren’t into most impact on the game, and of course those that I
archery back in the 1960’s when the first compound also know a bit more about, since I have shot them.
bows came onto the scene. In fact, it is likely that the
majority of you weren’t even born yet. In the past arti- Many Thanks to Holless Wilbur Allen
cles, I have written about the huge fuss over the inclu- When it comes to the invention of the compound
sion of release aids into competitive archery. So, since bow, Missouri once again shines as the “Show Me
most of you already know something about release State.” In the early 1960s, an obscure inventor by the
name of Holless Wilbur
aids, I delved into the hisAllen was fiddling with
tory of the release aids.
the first compound bow,
Starting with this
hoping to produce a bow
article, and mostly for the
with a mechanical advanbenefit of “younger” readtage over traditional
ers who may not know
bows. His first trials
about the raw beginnings
apparently came about
of the compound bow and
when he tried sawing the
its impact on the game, I
ends off the limbs of a
will delve into compound
recurve bow and attachbows. I think that by the
ing pulleys, to create a
time I’ve finished with
crude block-and-tackle
this series of articles, you
system. This system didn’t
newbie archers, and even
work well, however, as the
those of you who have
bow then had a limited
been around awhile will
draw length because of
realize just how good you
the short limb-tip travel.
have it now with regard to
After something like four
the design, stability,
years of tinkering and
ruggedness, and adjustawho knows how many
bility (that stays put) of
changes in design, Allen
today’s compound bows.
came up with a system of
No, I won’t cover all the
cams and eccentric wheels
compound bow brands
in place of the original
and models that have
pulley system. Allen filed
come to pass, that would
for a patent in June 1966,
take volumes and each
brand could have a book
and in December 1969
dedicated just to its modpatent No. 3,486,495 was
The original Allen Patent.
els. Once again, I’ll hit the
issued.
Allen
also
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The Allen prototype as displayed in the Archery Hall of Fame.

Holless Allen with a prototype bow.
A photo montage of Allen and his prototype bow

approached several manufacturers about building and
marketing his new bow, but found no one willing to
accept the challenge. So, in 1967 he began marketing
the Allen Compound Bow, his “Archery Bow With
Force Multiplying Attachments.” At the time, he was
quoted as saying something like, “All I was trying to
develop was a bow that would get an arrow to a 10 to
25-yard target, a deer before the target could move.”
See the photocopy for details of this patent. Another
photo shows Hollis with one of his prototypes. And
yet another is a photo montage of Hollis Wilbur
Allen, Jr. who was inducted into Archery Hall of
Fame. Notice that apparently, Hollis was left-handed.
(Note The photo on the right of the montage is not
an Allen Compound bow. It is a bow from the
“future,” a Jennings Arrowstar, being shot by close
friend and business associate Tom Jennings.) As you
can see from the photo of the prototype, Allen came
a long ways in development from his “patent prototype” to the 1966 model!
Before moving into some details about the Allen
compounds, it is worthwhile to briefly mention that
one of the major “problems” with the system was
Archery Focus

keeping the eccentrics in time with one another. The
adjustment mechanisms for the cables were prone to
slipping as was keeping the cables out feed the same
on each eccentric. This was a continuing problem
with subsequent bows, namely the first Olympus and
the first Jennings compound bows that came out in
the very early 1970’s after Hollis granted licenses to
those two companies to manufacture and market
compound bows under the Allen Patent. I will discuss
the cabling systems in more detail in the next article.
You can see the cable take up mechanism in the
photos below. Notice that there are “thumb screws”
and a lockup system that depended upon how strong
you were to lock in the cable take up so that it wouldn’t slip. Even then, however, after several hundred
shots, the eccentrics would get slightly out of time,
causing some pretty wild things to happen. We are
well aware of how today’s cams being even slightly
out of time can create havoc with nock travel and
accuracy.
One other thing you should note in these photos
is that, at this time, peak weight adjustment was not
Continued on the Next Page
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done by the use of an “Allen Wrench” (not the same
inventor, by the way), but by the use of a “T-handle”
and then two lock nuts on the opposing side of the
riser from the T-handle. This somewhat cumbersome
locking mechanism for limb bolts would continue on
for quite a number of years before the lock nuts were
no longer needed. Notice also that there were, even
back then, side plates to keep the limbs from shifting
sideways. The thumb bolt was used to fine adjust the
“timing” of the eccentrics. Also of note is that it was
easy to strip out the riser if you constantly played with
or adjusted the limb bolts. Many a fine riser had to be
Heli-coiled to get some threads back because archers
had stripped out the riser due to moving the bolts too
frequently. This author, years ago, has been there and
done that. This problem wasn’t rectified for a number
of years. I think Hoyt, USA was the first to use a
cylindrical pivoting pin (complete with locking set
screw) that kept the limb bolt perpendicular to the
pin throughout the full weight adjustment range and
even up through disassembly.

The Allen compound cable adjustment system used banjo tuning keys.
Note the T-handle limb bolts.

and will soon become known as the “speed brackets.”
They clearly demonstrate how the subsequent manufacturers took the basic principles and improved upon
them. Note the all-wood riser as metal risers hadn’t yet
come onto the scene as far as use in compound bows
was concerned. The wood was impregnated with a
hardening resin to strengthen the riser and also to prevent the riser from ‘giving’ too much due to the stresses placed upon the riser from limb shock when the shot

The Allen compound showing the cable hookup. Photo courtesy of
ArcheryHistory.com.

By 1972, Allen compounds had evolved to what
really translates as “a 6-wheeler compound bow” and
show something whose function will change somewhat
8

Another version of the Allen compound. Photo courtesy of
ArcheryHistory.com.
Archery Focus

was loosed. Use of metal risers for compounds was just
around the corner, however.

The next photo shows an advertisement for two
models of Allen compound bows. The one on the left
is a true “4-wheeler” with the idler wheels mounted
just short of half way down from the eccentrics. Note
the eccentrics are also mounted in between limb
forks. The limb forks had a reinforcing button/hole
through which a bolt was placed to mount the idler
wheel to the limb. Do you see that neither bow has a
cable guard? Oh, boy! No cable guard? How the heck
was that accomplished while still managing to get
arrow clearance from the cables? Three things were in
place for arrow clearance. First, the eccentrics were
quite wide, some over 3⁄4˝ in width. Secondly, the
routing of the cables through the eccentrics and the
idler wheels gave the additional clearance needed for
the arrow to easily clear the cables. Thirdly, the routing of the cables through the idler wheel ensured
enough cable clearance for the passage of the arrow.
We also must remember that the 24xx, 25xx, 26xx,
and 27xx diameter arrows weren’t even imagined back
in the early 1970’s! The eccentrics were round on
round; cam lobes hadn’t come onto the scene either.
A sensitive and critical part of the bow’s assemble was
the manner in which each cable went through the
eccentric in an angled path, so that the string side
lined up with the string, and the cable take-up lined

A 1975 ad for the Allen compound bow.

Continued on the Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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“For many years, there was a
stringent separation between
compound shooters and recurve
shooters. In fact it was many
years before recurve shooters
and compound shooters were
standing next to each other on a
shooting line in FITA competition.”

up with the other groove on
the other side of the eccentric. This was held in place
by a bolt that if tightened
too tightly would break the
cable, and if too loosely
would allow the eccentric to
change position and thereby throw the eccentrics out
of time. This will be discussed in the next article!
Today’s archers have it easy!
This bow’s specifications are most interesting;
especially for you newer archers. Items of note are (see
ad):
Lightweight 3½ to 4 pounds. Yes, even with solid
wood risers and all that hardware! Handles were
impregnated hard maple (baseball bats used to be
made out of hard maple).
Balance in the hand while shooting. You are
thinking, “Hot diggity, those handles look more like
clubs than bow handles.” You are right! They were
clubs, but hand position was sure easy to establish and
maintain. In spite of that, however, many archers
ground and filed on the wood to get that “fit” to how
they wanted to grip the bow. I know one person that
filed a bit too much on the wood handle of his
Jennings, and the riser broke. Fortunately for him, it
didn’t break while at full draw, but after the shot had
been loosed.
Centershot The riser was cut 3⁄8˝ past center for
perfect shooting. Wow! A whole 3⁄8˝!
Letoff This will blow your mind, especially if you
are fairly new to the game (that is started later than
around 1978). I have to quote this from the ad: “Still
with 20-25% relaxation for the easy, pleasant, comfortable shooting Allen Compounds have made
famous.” Did they say 20-25% relaxation (aka letoff )?
Yes they did. The next step a few years later was 35%
letoff, and then 50%, then 65%, and so on and so
forth. Yes, they were “easier” to shoot than a recurve
even with only 20-25% letoff. Even then, those
archers who had shot a long time with recurve bows
were saying, “Man, I can hold this thing back forever.” Some things never change, do they? My first
compound bow (that I built) had a peak weight of 35#
and held 27# at full draw. I thought the same thing!
The two models, 7303 and 7306 differ not only in
design, but also in the type of limb on the bow. Hard
Rock Maple laminated for the 7303; “all glass limbs
with “new” laminated front face of epoxy bow glass10

laminated durability.” The
wood laminated limbs were
going to hang around for a
long, long time until finally
Hoyt, among other manufacturers, got away from
maple laminated limbs and
went to carbon glass and
other limb materials. When
that happened, limb breakages were vastly reduced. In
addition, the new materials
improved consistency exponentially because the temperature differences didn’t affect the bow as badly.
The hype and emphasis in the ad is about knock
down power and recovery distance. Allen claims a
recovery distance reduction of 84%, from 172.9 yards
to 60.1 yards. This is about the only time I recollect
this statement in a bow advertisement, “That’s about
as efficient as rifles, maybe better. Shock is added to
hemorrhage to bring game down usually before out of
sight. . . . Join the conservation minded hunters using
Allen Compounds! You’ll have nearly 200% better
chance of recovering your game using the bow with
50% more speed and penetration.”
One additional tidbit concerning the cost (expensive?) of the Allen Compounds is that in today’s dollars, $115.00 in 1975 is equivalent to $548.83
(inflation rate of 377.2%). The Allen 7303 priced at
$215.00 in 1975 is equivalent to $1026.08 (same
inflation rate of 377.2%). To keep some perspective, I
purchased a new Golden Eagle recurve bow in 1971
at a cost of $275. By no means was the Allen compound “expensive” when compared to the Golden
Eagle recurve.

Compounds Not Quickly Accepted
The first Allen compound bows were, just like release
aids that soon followed, not quickly accepted by the
industry or the public. Sales were middle of the road
at best. Things weren’t exactly going well for Hollis.
Then, along came Tom Jennings.
In the late 1960s, Jennings was technical editor
for the old Archery World magazine (now the publication is called Bowhunting World). From what I can
find, Allen had sent Tom Jennings an early prototype
of his compound bow to experiment with and to write
a report. Jennings published his review in the magazine’s May, 1967 issue. Tom gave it a lot of praise. He
said things like “reduction in peak draw weight,”
“more stable than recurves” and “the first really new
Archery Focus

“By the time Allen’s 17-year
patent expired in the mid1980s, a truckload of bow companies had tried their hand at
building and marketing archery’s
future star, the compound bow.”

concept to come into bow
design in a thousand years.”
Jennings, being a great editor entitled his article, “A
Bow With a Compound
Interest.” In addition to his
writing, Jennings also made
very high quality recurve
bows. So impressed and
inspired by Allen’s creation, Jennings quickly applied
for, and was granted, a License to manufacture under
an Allen Patent. Tom Jennings then began building
and marketing his own version of the compound bow.
So began the compound bow revolution. Archery, and
bowhunting, would never be the same. It wasn’t long
before the compound bow was accepted for competition in the NFAA. It wasn’t until many years later,
however, that the compound bow finally became recognized for competition in the FITA (now called
World Archery). For many years, there was a stringent separation between compound shooters and
recurve shooters. It went to such great lengths that
there was a demarcation on the shooting line so there
was a firm separation between those shooting compound bows and those shooting recurve bows. In fact
it was many years before recurve shooters and compound shooters were standing next to each other on a
shooting line in FITA competition.
While the name of the Allen compound and the
Olympus compound have faded into memory, nearly
everyone in the game of competitive archery and
bowhunting today immediately recognize the brand
of Jennings compound bows.
If you use today’s standards to compare compound bows to what was out there at their inception,
the compounds were ugly, cumbersome, and noisy;
among many other things. In spite of this, however,
those compound bows had an advantage not readily
apparent to shooters: They were made from separate
parts and components. They could be tinkered with
and improved more easily than carefully crafted traditional bows. They had adjustable draw weight ranges
of 10-15 pounds and adjustable tiller. Another huge
factor for prospective manufacturers was that the
compound bows could be manufactured on an assembly line. This had manufacturers lining up trying to
get Allen Patent licenses so they could start manufacturing compound bows.

The Revolution in Bows
In 1972, only two companies were marketing comArchery Focus

pound
bows:
Carroll
Archery Products out of
Moab, Utah, and Olympus,
out of Houston, Texas. By
1974, eight companies were
selling them to an ever
expanding market. It was
this year that Jennings “revolutionized the revolution”
with the introduction of the Jennings Model-T, a twowheel compound with tip-to-tip cable harnessing. A
discussion of tip-to-tip cable harnessing will be in a
future article but it is important to briefly mention
here, however, because once again, the “two-wheeled”
compound bows were initially rejected, just like the
compound bow itself was rejected. That is to say,
“rejected until people started winning with twowheeled compound bows.” I will discuss more on that
“riot” in a future article. While Jennings was going
with the Model-T, Carroll Archery had their own two
wheeled design with weird looking limbs (those didn’t catch on at all), and the other companies were
reluctant to follow suit. Thus, most early compounds
followed Allen’s basic design of using either four or six
wheels, resulting in an awkward, bulky looking bow
that was hard to keep tuned. The Jennings Model-T
was lighter and much easier to tune, making it ideal
for both the bow hunter and serious target shooter.
Sales for Jennings compounds shot through the roof
for bowhunters and it didn’t take long for target
shooters to join in the fracas.
By the mid to later 1970s, several more archery
companies, including Precision Shooting Equipment
(PSE), Bear Archery, Darton, Martin Archery,
Browning, Ben Pearson Archery and to some extent
Olympus and Hoyt, were challenging Allen and
Jennings, for the compound bow market. By 1976 all
states except Georgia legalized their use during
bowhunting seasons. About this time the Pope &
Young Club began accepting entries of animals taken
with compound bows. Realize that it wasn’t until
around 2007 that Pope and Young recognized animals
taken with a compound bow that had a letoff of more
than 50%. Then, they reneged and put an “ * ” by animals taken with a bow of 65% letoff or greater. In
1977, Archer’s Digest listed over 100 different models of compound bows, compared to just 50 different
versions of the recurve. It took less than 10 years for
the compound bow to become the dominant force in
all of archery.
By the time Allen’s 17-year patent expired in the
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mid-1980s, a truckload of bow companies had tried
their hand at building and marketing archery’s future
star, the compound bow. Holless Wilbur Allen died in
a 1979 automobile accident, not living long enough to
see how his compound bow would change the face of
bowhunting and target archery forever.
Today’s compounds have continued to evolve in
bow design, cam efficiency, increased letoff, more
arrow speed, nock travel, and quality of limbs and
components. In addition the change in material used
in risers, going from impregnated hard maple, to sand
cast aluminum, to magnesium, and then on to today’s
staple, the machined riser design and lobed cams with
adjustable draw length and even adjustable letoff with
increased arrow speed and cam efficiency have contributed to unsurpassed accuracy and durability. Add
to this the elimination of the steel cabling system and
conversion to synthetic string and cabling harnesses,
and you have a piece of archery equipment that cannot be unsurpassed in stability and accuracy (at least
not yet, ha). Couple this with the advancement in
arrow materials (think small diameter shafts for long
distance shooting outdoors, or for bowhunting; or
large diameter shafts for indoor competition or 3-D
competition) and today’s shooters are certainly a cut
above what we archers had at the beginning of the
Compound Bow Revolution. We owe it all to a man
who loved to hunt and fish and whose love of
machines and desire to know how they worked set the
stage for the modern bowhunting and target archery
revolution — Holless Wilbur Allen.
Conclusion
When I started researching this article, I really didn’t
realize just how involved the evolution of the compound bow had become. I had just started competitive archery in 1969. I was living in Wyoming at the
time and had only heard about this new fangled thing
called a compound bow. My first encounter with a
compound bow was at an archery tournament in
Gillette, Wyoming, back in 1970. A fella by the name
of Bob Cadillac from Rapid City, SD was shooting a
Jennings compound bow (I think it was a Jennings). I
was amazed at how “fast” the bow was, but was unimpressed with regard to how noisy it was. Bob was one
heckuva shooter, but he didn’t shoot a perfect “300”
that day. He was also shooting one of those “new fangled” release aids, so his equipment wasn’t legal for
official competition. Bob was sure fun to watch while
he was shooting the bow!
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Many years after Tom Jennings started manufacturing the Jennings compound bows; Bear Archery
bought out Jennings and renamed itself, “BearJennings.” There were several other goings on with
regard to Golden Eagle Archery and some other
smaller companies, as well). Then, in 2003, an Indiana
company bought Bear-Jennings and renamed it back
to “Bear Archery, Inc” and kept the facility in
Gainesville, FL. (Source: https://www.gainesville.
com/article/LK/20030626/News/604158935/GS/ )
I cannot finish this article without a photo of two
archery greats; especially since both were pioneers in
the sports of bowhunting and competitive archery.
The two archery greats of time and legend: Tom
Jennings and Fred Bear:

Tom Jennings (left) and Fred Bear (right), two giants of the archery
industry and sport.

My next article will deal directly with 4-wheel
compound bows and how these contraptions were
“assembled, timed, tuned, and set up” to shoot. Oh,
but the trials and tribulations we archers of the
“Compound Bow Revolution” went through to keep
our shooting machines tuned and shooting properly.
If you think you have problems tuning your bows
today; “you ain’t seen nuthin’ yet.”
Good shooting, and be prepared to learn more
good stuff about the early compound bows from my
next article.
Tom Dorigatti
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Make Your Own Release
Aid Trainer for $10
by William Moltzan
It’s fairly common to use a piece of release rope
or thin chord to practice using our very expensive
release aids. Making any adjustments to it definitely
requires something to test it otherwise a punch in the
face may be the result if not adjusted the way we
thought. For practicing I found using the rope very
cumbersome, needing to retrieve the end every time.
I wanted something easier to use, but only for the
holding weight of a compound bow. Holding the
draw weight doesn’t simulate your release or holding
weight which is 65%-85% less.
I built this release aid trainer for around US$10,
actually less as I already had many of the parts.
Luckily I had a completed working unit as I had a
non-archery injury that kept me off my feet for three
months. I used this unit every day putting thousands
of shots through it.

• (1) Tarp-type Bungee Cord 21˝. Note in photo,
21˝ includes the hooks. Make sure to get one with
the rubber part being 16˝-17˝. Also make sure it’s
made of EPDM. This is the latest type rubber
that’s not effected by the sun or ozone and doesn’t
deteriorate. Most automotive belts and hoses are
made of this and some specifications for those
show either lifetime or 100,000 mile life. EPDM
is either marked on the tag or actually molded into
the rubber or both. This one cost me US$1.57.
Also, note you can get shorter ones if you have a
shorter draw length. My draw length is 31˝.

Archery DIY

• 3⁄16˝ Diamond Braid Polypropylene Cord (see
photo next page). I got this 150 ft length for only
$3. This cord doesn’t stretch much. Of the thousands of shots I put through this, I haven’t needed
to adjust the length.
• PVC Schedule 40 pipe and fittings
Note: sizes for PVC pipe and fittings are based on
the pipe’s inside diameter not their outside
diameter. They’re usually marked.

You’ll notice the long tube attached to the tee fitting. This has two purposes. First, it keeps everything
at the end that needs to be attached to the release aid
so you don’t need to chase it. Second, it keeps the
bungee chord from slapping you on the forearm.
Materials
Here’s what we’ll need:
Archery Focus

Continued on the Next Page
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This one (see photo) cost only US$12. I’ve had it for a
long time and it surely beats using a hacksaw but if
that’s what you have, use it. I needed to buy a full
length piece of PVC pipe years ago and couldn’t get it
in my car so I bought the cutter, cut the pipe in pieces
right in the parking lot. Glad I bought it. I’ve gotten
a lot of use out of it.
Assembly
• ¾˝ pipe – We need less than 20˝ of this but it’s Dry fit all the parts and mark how deep they went
only US$2.00 for a 5 foot length.
into the fittings. If you need to take it apart to make
1˝ pipe – We only need 15˝ or 16˝ but it’s only adjustments this will make it easy to reassemble.
US$2.67 for a 5 foot length.
(4) ¾˝ elbows – These cost 27 US cents each.
(1) 1˝ x 3/4˝ x 3/4˝ tee – These cost only US$1.20.
(8) #8 x ½˝ sheet metal screws, slotted or hex head
– These cost 50 cents but I already had some.
(1) ¼˝ x 2½˝ bolt with two flat washers and a nut
– I bought a bag of these bolts but only needed
one.
Safety Caution Make sure to wear safety glasses and
observe all safety precautions when using power or
hand tools. Know how to use them.
Here are the cut lengths and fittings as numbered in
the photos:

#1 3⁄4˝ PVC pipe cut to 55⁄8˝ this is the handle
#2 3⁄4˝ PVC elbow
#3 3⁄4˝ PVC pipe cut to 4˝
#4 3⁄4˝ PVC elbow
#5 3⁄4˝ PVC pipe cut to 21⁄4˝
#6 1˝ x 3⁄4˝ x 3⁄4˝ PVC tee
#7 3⁄4˝ PVC pipe cut to 21⁄4˝
#8 3⁄4˝ PVC elbow
#9 3⁄4˝ PVC pipe cut to 4˝
#10 3⁄4˝ PVC elbow
Plus 1˝ PVC pipe 15˝ – this is the long piece that covers the bungee cord pictured in main photo.
I made all of my cuts with a PVC pipe cutter.
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I opted not to glue the joints but instead used #8
x 1⁄2˝ sheet metal screws. That allowed me to take it
apart if necessary to make adjustments if needed.
Mark the screw holes. The pipe pieces fit into the
fittings about 1˝. We mark the screw holes about 3⁄8˝
from the edge of each fitting. Drill pilot holes for the
screws with a 1⁄8˝ drill bit.

Notice we’ve drilled a 1⁄4˝ hole in the PVC tee.
This hole must be behind where the 1” pipe will go
into the tee. It is used to hold a 21⁄2˝ long 1⁄4˝ bolt
that the bungee cord as well as the “Draw Stop” or
“Back Wall Cord” attaches to. This cord will act as a
stop to simulate hitting the back wall. It is optional
but works quite well. The smooth unthreaded part of
the bolt will sit inside the tee fitting. We don’t want
any threads inside that could chafe the chords inside.
Next we’ll assemble the working parts of the trainer.
Cut one 1 ft, one 2 ft and one 3 ft piece of the 3⁄16˝
cord. On one end of the bungee cord push the 1 foot
Archery Focus

piece through the hole. Double the cord and tie an
overhand knot leaving a loop about 1˝ in diameter
(see photo at the top). Trim the excess. This part will
go into the PVC tee fitting. Do the same on the other
end using the 2 ft piece and knot it but leave the loop
about 2˝ in length. This piece will be the draw length
adjustment so don’t trim it (see photo at the bottom).
Take the 3 ft piece and tie a 3˝ diameter loop on one
end. This will be our draw stop/back wall simulator
cord. The reason for the longer loop is we don’t want
the knots and bungee all in the same place in the tee
fitting as it would get a bit tight to fit everything in
there. If the bungee holes are tight, use a small
Phillips screwdriver to push the cords through.

take it apart once in a while to make sure there’s no
wear.
Now take the 15˝ piece of 1˝ PVC pipe and bevel
the inside edge of each end of this pipe (a half-round
file works well) and polish the edge with some fine
sandpaper. It must be smooth so as to not chafe the
cord or bungee.
Drop the cord and bungee into the 15˝ long 1˝
PVC pipe and pull both through. Push the pipe into
the PVC tee fitting until it bottoms out. The attachment should be snug. We want to be able to remove
the Bungee Cover to inspect the cord loops and rubber end hole to make sure there’s no chafing or wear
that could cause a failure. After thousands of shots
with mine, there is no wear yet. If any wear is seen,
just replace the cord or bungee. This is why we don’t
want to use D-loop rope inside the bungee hole.
With its thin diameter, it could wear into the rubber,

so we use 3⁄16˝ cord.
Take a 1 ft piece of D-loop rope and double over
the ends and tie an overhead knot on each side. Make
one side about a 1˝ loop. The other side can be a bit
smaller. You could make this D-loop any way you

Now we take the short loop attached to the
bungee cord along with the 3˝ loop of the 3 ft piece
Back Wall simulator cord and insert them into the 1˝
side of the PVC tee fitting. Take the 21⁄2˝ bolt with
washer and put it through the hole we drilled in,
thread side to the right if right handed and also make
sure it went through both loops. Give a good pull to
make sure both loops are held in by the bolt. Put
another washer on the other side along with a 1⁄4˝
nut. This only needs to be hand tight. You’ll want to
Archery Focus

come up with.
We will loop one side of this short D-loop
material over the 2˝ diameter 3⁄16˝ cord attached to
the end of the bungee and feed the other end through
the D-Loop to make a point to attach your release
aid. If your release aid’s jaws are large enough you
could hook up to the 3⁄16˝ cord directly instead.
Take the long 3 ft long Back Wall cord and tie an
overhand knot on the bungee end cord loop. When
Continued on the Next Page
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wheel, to cut out a piece that’s an angle which is 2˝
long, 1˝ high, and 3⁄4˝ wide. Before cutting it out of
the box, I drilled a 3⁄8˝ hole to serve as an aperture.
You can drill any sized hole you like. I have a mini target on the wall I aim at. I then simply used electrical
tape to fasten it to the top of the trainer. A different
type sight would be to use a eye screw and screw it
into a pilot hole on the top. You may have noticed I’ve

Co
rd

the trainer is pulled back this cord will limit how far
back you can pull, which is why it is called the Draw
Stop/Back Wall.
Optional Goodies
You can add a sight to your trainer. I took a small
plastic parts box and using a rotary tool with a cutoff

used that plastic box for a few different projects.
We’re almost done. We can use a bow scale to set
the holding weight. The bungee only needs to stretch
about 2-3 inches to give my holding weight of 15 lb
and 20 lb was only another 1⁄2˝. The length from the
inner grip to end of D-loop is 27˝ for me. This is all
based on my 31˝ draw length, so yours will need to be
adjusted accordingly. You can shorten or lengthen the

Need An Archery Book for Kids?
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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retrieve it.

cords in the back or use a shorter bungee. They sell
15˝ bungee cords but then you will need to use longer
cords. I leave extra 3⁄16˝ cord on the back side so I can
make adjustments for draw length, draw weight, and
location of the back wall.
Note: There’s a warning on the bungee cord label
and molded on it as well, not to stretch the cord more
than half of it’s length. We’re barely stretching it as it’s
displayed 21˝ with the hooks attached and the rubber
is 17˝ without them.
We can now test the adjustments of our release
aids or practice that smooth release or keep in practice
if we can’t get to the range. The 15˝ piece of pipe
keeps the D-Loop at the end ready to hook up your
release aid for your next shot, no chasing around to

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Compartmentalization
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
I don’t care what sport you are coaching, you’re
likely to encounter individuals who suffer from having a low self-image. This is true whether you are
coaching a JOAD Club, a college team, or adults at
the local club or pro shop. You can find books and
articles from many sports psychologists and mental
training specialists that will provide excellent advice
on how to help you change your self-image, and the
truth is that most of us could benefit from their
advice.
Every good coach encourages their students to be
healthy well-balanced individuals. Encouraging them
to keep up to date with their schoolwork, to maintain
a strong GPA, to pursue appropriate professional
development, to manage their finances responsibly, to
get plenty of sleep, to eat right, to participate in a conditioning program, to maintain healthy relationships,
and put in quality practice time at the range. But
many of your students will have a difficult time keeping all the pieces in positive balance.
While we all agree that it is important for your
students to have a healthy self-image, it might be
interesting to find out how they describe someone
with a perfect self-image. Some of the attributes of
such a person they value might be on the following
list, with the ones they feel they are lacking in and
value the most towards the top of the list.
Confidence
Popularity
Looks
Money
Athleticism
I guess you could hope to be the handsome star
quarterback and prom king who is president of the
student body and has a full ride lined up at his favorite
college where he will study pre-med or engineering.
Or you could be the successful businessman who has
the perfect marriage, a big house in the suburbs, is a
18

deacon in his church, president of the local Chamber
of Commerce, and a member of the U.S. Archery
Team.
The forty plus years that I have been helping and
coaching archers I have never had a student with that
perfect self-image. Some who displayed confidence in
practice became “fragile flowers” in competition.
Some who seemed to have the world by the tail would
get behind in their schoolwork. Some would come to
practice trying to keep it all together and you find out
that things are falling apart at home with their parents splitting up or a parent losing his or her job.
Some who thought they were in a serious relationship
were met with a breakup or betrayal. Some found
their circumstances change and they had to start
working fulltime to be able to stay in school.
Sometimes life can teach you something early on
that can pay dividends for years. When I was a youngster, I liked to play all sports. My friends and I in
Bridgewater, VA would pick up teams and play all the
time . . . football, basketball, and baseball. As I grew
older, my family circumstances didn’t allow me to be
a part of team sports where you had to be at practice
every day.
I was a fat kid from the wrong side of the tracks.
We didn’t have any money; we had turmoil at home,
and to say I suffered from low self esteem would be a
gross understatement. When I got into archery, I
found that I didn’t have to be rich, I didn’t have to
have transportation, I didn’t have to depend on anyone else to practice archery in the back yard. What I
discovered was that the harder I worked, the better I
got, and when I did get to shoot a competition the
only thing that mattered was where the arrows landed. It wasn’t a popularity contest, who your dad was
didn’t influence whether you got to play, there were no
judges giving style points . . . you were on your own.
If you wanted to win in archery . . . all you had to do
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was earn it! I discovered that as much as the rest of my
life sucked at the time . . . I could be a winner.
You say that “you can’t make a silk purse out of a
sow’s ear,” and that may be as true now as when it was
first said in Scotland around 1699. But you can take
an individual who sees himself as a loser and show
him how to become a winner. Often by the time you
get a kid who has been beaten down by life, their circumstances, or their peers, all they can see is the fun
that shooting a bow can provide, and they still can’t
see the opportunities that archery presents.
Here is where I would like to introduce the concept of compartmentalization. I don’t want you to
think I’m simple-minded or I don’t understand that
words can have several definitions or meanings.
Instead, I will provide these definitions here to arm
you with the information you need to discuss this
topic intelligently.
Compartmentalization:
1) a subconscious psychological defense mechanism used to
avoid cognitive dissonance, or the mental discomfort and
anxiety caused by a person having conflicting values,
cognitions, emotions, beliefs, etc. within themselves,
2) the separation of items into isolated compartments or
categories.

While the first definition comes with some negative connotations and some would even suggest
requires treatment, the second is positive and involves
a primarily conscious coping mechanism for those
who need or wish to operate at a high level of performance without the distraction of unrelated and possibly overwhelming conditions in another phase of
their lives. An example of this would be a soldier who
just received word that his wife was filing for divorce
due to financial problems while he is serving as a field
medic in a war zone. It is important, if not vital, that
the young medic be able to compartmentalize his personal problems from his professional responsibilities
in order to think clearly and respond appropriately to
save lives in combat when required.
A sports psychologist often accepts the fact that
as long as they are making progress improving a
client’s self-image, they are doing their job. Maybe it’s
because of my personal experiences and maybe it’s
because I don’t have the luxury of an unlimited time
frame, but I prefer to work on this a different way.
Work on helping your archers strengthen their overall self-image but teach them how to compartmentalize the various aspects of their life to free themselves
to be the best they can be.
Continued on the Next Page

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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We explain to our archers that when
they come to archery practice, they leave
their troubles outside the practice room
door. We teach them that they can only
focus on one thing at a time… and when
they are at archery practice each shot
deserves their complete focus. We convince
them that by handling their business in this
manner they have an opportunity to become
the best they can be.
They learn that this same technique
will work not only for archery but in all
aspects of their life. They learn that by handling their schoolwork the same way they
can find success in academics. They learn
not to allow outside worries to poison their
relationships. Once they are in the workforce, they are able to block external factors
from affecting their job performance. By
learning this technique, later in life as they
come home from a job full of stress, they’ve
learned how to leave the stress outside the
front door so they can be truly present when
they are fortunate enough to be home with Compartmentalization allows you to separate aspects of your life into isolated compartments that allow you to handle the various aspects individually, allowing full
their family.
undivided attention on each aspect one at a time.

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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“When I got into archery, I found
that I didn’t have to be rich, I didn’t have to have transportation, I
didn’t have to depend on anyone
else to practice archery
in the back yard.
If you wanted to win in archery
. . . all you had to do was earn it!”

best they can be in all aspects of their life. You can, as
a simple archery coach, change them in ways they
never imagined. You can teach them that they can be
winners and change their self-image forever.
Thanks for allowing me to share these thoughts
with you. I look forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

Now, let’s get back to self-image. Having taught
these students compartmentalization, we have developed winning archers, successful students, better
boyfriends and girlfriends, more focused businessmen
and professionals, and more successful wives and husbands. I don’t think they are struggling with selfimage anymore.
The individuals you have an opportunity to coach
deserve your encouragement. They have come to you
because they want to have fun shooting archery and
don’t have a clue as to what else you have in store for
them. You can take the hours they invest with you and
teach them the value of hard work, being responsible
for their own performance, and how to become the

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Archery Drill Book:
A Review
by Peter Draper
The Archery Drill Book by Steve Ruis and Mike
Gerard is a fantastic book. I have read every page and
it is helping me to re-think how I train and practice.
I already feel more confident that I can reach the
ambitious goals I have set myself for next season. If
you’re an archer wanting to get off your performance
plateau, or a coach looking for new ways to challenge
your students, then you should seriously consider this
rich and unique book –
you won’t regret it.
As an intermediate
archer with ambitions to
improve, I already know
what ‘excellent’ looks like.
I watch Brady Ellison,
Sara Lopez, and other
top-level archers on
YouTube, and I have
books on everything from
anatomy to the psychology of competition. But I
don’t have a coach. So
what should I do when I
turn up at the range for a
couple of hours of practice? What is the most
effective way to use my
time when I set up my
boss in my garden? It’s not
enough just to shoot and
hope that my scores will
improve. I need to develop a strategy with clear
goals and deliberate steps
to achieve them – and that
22

is what this valuable book is helping me to do.
Steve Ruis and Mike Gerard are experienced
international coaches with a history of high-level success, and they understand that it takes practice to
reach the next level – but their approach to practice
involves much more than simply repeating known
elements of the shot sequence over and over again.
Their philosophy of practice demands immediate
feedback on performance,
a high level of intensity
designed to push and
extend limits, a focused
mindset that values quality over quantity of practice, and a structured
approach incorporating
clear goals. They call this
‘deliberate practice’. In
case this all sounds a bit
daunting, they also recognise that archery is what
we do for fun! So the
book contains great ideas
for games, competitions,
and simple rewards.
At the heart of The
Archery Drill Book is a
series of drills for every
aspect of the shot
sequence. Archers can
learn and practice these to
improve their form. Every
drill follows a similar pattern. First, the purpose of
the drill is explained – in
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other words, what it will enable the archer to do.
Then, there is a description of the Signs it is Needed.
And most importantly there is a summary of How to
Do It. Some of the drills also contain additional diagrams, tips and variations.
There are drills for archers at every level of experience and skill. Those who are still building their
technique will be interested in the two chapters on
‘essentials’ for recurve and longbow, and compound
shooters respectively. These contain drills for stance,
hand placement, drawing the string, back tension,
draw shoulder position, and other fundamentals of
great technique. Experienced archers and their coaches will find the later chapters invaluable. Building on
the ‘essentials’ chapters, they contain drills on
Flawless Execution, Timing and Rhythm, Strength
and Stamina, and other topics.
The content of the book is flexible. There is a big
chart at the front so that you can easily find the right
drills if you already know what you want to achieve.
Every archer can adapt the content to create his or her
own bespoke training plan. For example, my current
objective is to increase my strength so that next summer I can shoot a heavier bow with more powerful
limbs. The chapter on Strength and Stamina contains
twelve specific drills for me to choose from. I also

want to work on the timing of my shot, and there are
five drills for this.
So what is unique about this book? What does it
have that other books lack? The answer is simple.
This book doesn’t just tell you what to do – it tells you
how to do it. And once you have grasped the basic
idea, it teaches you how to practice until you are completely confident you have mastered the skills so that
you can move on to the next one.
The Archery Drill Book is specific, detailed and
flexible. It will be a valuable addition to every archer
and coach’s collection.
The Archery Drill Book: 130 Drills to Improve
Form, Technique, and Consistency
by Steve Ruis and Mike Gerard
Publisher: Human Kinetics
Publication Date: 2020
US$26.95

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
Archery Focus
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The Masters Archer
Competing Beyond Age 50
by Sue Palsbo, Ph.D.
Opportunities abound for Masters archers to shoot
competitively, ranging from achievement pins for personal bests (USA Archery, World Archery), destination competitions for Masters athletes (e.g., state
Senior Games, Huntsman Senior Games), to nationally sanctioned competitions at the state, national, and
international levels for target, field, and 3-D events.
Here is a selection of events and organizers.
• Huntsman Senior Games, St. George, Utah.
Annual. https://seniorgames.net/
• National Senior Games Association. Most states
and a yearly national event. https://nsga.com/
• International Masters Games Association
(www.imga.ch); World Masters games is held
every 4 years, the year after the summer Olympics;
the next one is in Japan, 2021.
• Pan American Masters Games
https://www.pmg2020.rio; the next one is in Rio,
2020.
• European Masters Games (held every 4 years, the
year before the summer Olympics)
If you are looking for an event, keep in mind that
different organizations have different terminology for
“masters” and “seniors” (see the table “Definitions of
Shooting Age Groups”). In addition, some of the destination Masters Games events define a “master” as
anyone age 35 or over. For purposes of this series of
articles, we are looking at athletes of age 50 and over.
The Masters athlete’s greatest challenge is compensating for age. Athletic performance in speed and
endurance sports peaks at 35-40 years, decreases linearly until age 70, and then declines more rapidly.
Recognizing this, Masters games are divided into 5or 10-year age brackets, to help level the playing field
so you are competing against your age peers.
This series of articles describes how our bodies
change as we age, and summarizes the current
research findings on how we can help our bodies perform their best during a competition.
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Aging Archers
Nearly all peer-reviewed, evidenced-based research
on Masters athletes identifies changes at the cellular
level and in metabolic processes. These lead to:
• Declines in ability to regulate body temperature.
• Decreased ability to absorb nutrients and to transport them and oxygen to the muscles.
• Muscle fiber loss.
There are other changes that affect training programs, which will be discussed in a separate article.
Declines in ability to regulate body temperature.
With age there is a drop in the number of sweat
glands for cooling and the ability to sense thirst. The
kidneys at age 70 can filter only half of what they did
at age 30. Medications can also affect the body’s ability to regulate temperature.
Decreased ability to transport oxygen to the muscles
for use. This drops 10% per decade for non-athletes,
so that by age 65 the carrying capacity is 60-70% of
what it was at age 25. This makes it difficult for muscles to access fuel to produce energy.
Muscle loss. Fast twitch muscle fibers decrease in
both size and number with age, and about half of
them are gone by age 80. These muscles contract
quickly to draw the bow, but then fatigue quickly.
Slow twitch muscle fibers contract slowly but have
good endurance, and are used during the hold and
aim steps. Slow twitch muscle fibers do not decline as
much with age. The implication is that the aging
Masters archer may not be able to draw as much
weight as before, but accuracy should still be good.
Vision. As we age, most of us become more farsighted, losing our close vision because the lens inside
the eye becomes less flexible.
Weather and Common Medications
There are two considerations on selecting a masters
competition: the weather, and the rules on medications that will be enforced.
Archery Focus

doing archery for the next
Masters archers need
Table 2—Definitions of Shooting Age Groups
few hours. The most effito carefully consider the
Age USA Archery
NFAA
IBO
cient way to get nutrients
likely weather for any
21-49
Senior
Adult
and oxygen into the musevent, especially if it is an
50-59
Master
50
Senior
Senior
cles is to start with 5-10
outdoor event. A 60-year
60-69
Master 60
Silver Senior Master
minutes of light cardio
old athlete is going to
70+
Master
70
Master
Senior Master
work, enough to break
have more difficulty comNotes
into a light sweat. This
peting at a hot and humid
venue than a 30-year old In USA Archery your age as of the next December can be jogging in place,
st
running around the parkathlete. If the athlete has 31 .
trouble keeping comfort- In the NFAA your age is as of the first day of a ing lot, or anything else
that gets the lower legs
able under these condi- competition.
moving and increasing the
tions, he or she should
heart rate. This portion of the warmup pumps up your
consider passing up the competition.
Some events comply with the World Doping metabolism so nutrients can be converted to energy
Agency (WDA) rules. The WDA prohibits many more quickly. It also increases the speed of nerve
medications that are commonly prescribed for people impulses.
Follow this with 5-10 minutes of targeted
age 50 and older. The WDA prohibits some substances at all times, some just during competition, and strength work using body strength and an elastic
some for particular sports. For example, for archery stretch band. Start with the larger muscles and then
events the WDA bans beta blockers, a class of drugs warm up the smaller ones. Envision the muscles you
frequently prescribed for patients with irregular heart- are activating. For example, your routine could look
beats, angina, high blood pressure, and occasionally the one in the table”Masters Warmup Rountine.”
In this routine, shooting practice arrows is not
prescribed for patents with glaucoma, overactive thyroid, or anxiety. WDA updates the list of banned sub- part of the warmup, nor is stretching. If you feel you
stances every year (https://www.wada-ama.org/en/ must stretch, research shows you should finish
content/what-is-prohibited), and it is up to the com- stretches 20 minutes before the event, otherwise it
petitor to apply for therapeutic exemptions from the will reduce your strength output.
International Masters Games Association, or to ask a
Practice Shots
physician for an allowed substitute.
Now that you are warmed up, you can take a few practice shots. The goal of the practice ends is to verify
Archery-appropriate Glasses
If you wear progressive lens bifocals or trifocals, you that your equipment is assembled correctly and to
will want to consider a second pair of “executive lenses” determine if you need to adjust your aim settings for
just for archery. Progressive lenses are ground in an the venue’s altitude, temperature, and humidity. You
hour-glass shape, so the edge of the lens near your nose should be able to accomplish this with fewer than 24
is unground and blurry. Executive lenses are ground all arrows. Save your strength and muscle wear-and-tear
the way across. Since I enjoy field archery and I want to for the competition.
If there is a long period of time between your
be able to see tripping hazards on the trails, I have a trifocal in my aiming aye (set for reading, my arrow tip, warmup routine and your first competition shot, you
and the target distances) and a bi-focal in my other eye can do a few more segments with the elastic bands to
(set for reading and the target distances). The optician keep your metabolism revved up.
charged me separately for the two lenses.
Nutrition Before, During,
and After the Event
The Masters
The Masters archer is dealWarmup Routine
The goals of the warmup
ing with a slower digestive
are (1) to get nutrients and
system, declines in our abiloxygen to the muscles, and
ity to store glycogen,
(2) to alert the nervous sysdeclines in protein synthesis
Continued on the Next Page
tem that it is going to be

“If you feel you must stretch,
research shows you should finish stretches 20 minutes before
the event, otherwise it will
reduce your strength output.”
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Table—Masters Warmup Routine
Movement (10 reps of each, 2 sets)
Standing “cat-cow”
Side bends
(first repetition without bands;
second repetition with bands)
Neck rotations (front to back; side to side).
Arm circles front
Arm circles back
With elastic band:
Pull downs with squat
Mid-level pull downs with lunge
Waist-level pulls with lunge, other direction
Overhead press (stand on elastic band; palm up)
Triceps curl (heels on elastic band)
Elastic band set (setup, draw, aim, release,
non-dominant side
“The Archer” set (setup, draw, aim, release,
dominant side
to make new glucose (low muscle glycogen leads to
muscle exhaustion), and changes in our need for vitamins and our ability to absorb these vitamins.
Nutrition needs for the Masters’ athlete typically is the
same as for younger athletes, but the role of antioxidants may be more important with increasing age.
Most nutrition research concludes that you should eat
a well-rounded diet balanced between carbohydrates,
proteins, fats, and micronutrient intake. Nutrition
apps, such as Samsung Health or MyFitnessPal, will
highlight micronutrient deficiencies in your daily
intake, such as for calcium or potassium. Current
research suggests that most supplements and vitamins
provide little or no benefit if you are eating a balanced
diet. Women may need calcium and Vitamin D supplements, especially if they have osteporsis.
Starting about three days before the event, begin
to load your body with carbohydrates, especially carbohydrates from fruit. Increase your fluid intake to
help store the carbohydrates. Avoid alcohol one to
two days before because it interferes with nutrient
uptake.
The morning of the event, research shows that
eating 200-300 grams of carbohydrates 3-4 hours
before the start will improve performance. Eat a moderate amount of protein. Examples are a fruit salad
with yogurt, sports bars, or rice cakes with honey.
About 30 minutes before the competition (i.e., when
you start your warmup), fuel up your body with a
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Body Part Being Targeted
Spine
Core muscles and latissimus dorsi muscles

Neck
Shoulder (rotator cuff ligaments)
Shoulder (rotator cuff ligaments)
Upper trapezius; legs
Mid trapezius, deltoids, hip flexors
Lower trapezius, lower spinal erectors, hip flexors
Shoulder internals.
Shoulder internals.
Stimulates the nervous system and primes your
muscles for action.
Ditto.

nutritionally balanced sports drink.
Research also shows that eating or drinking carbohydrates during your event will improve your performance. The challenge is to take in enough
carbohydrates that can be quickly digested by the
older stomach without gastric upset. Drink a few
swallows every 30 minutes. Sports drinks are easy to
carry on field and 3-D trails; avoid hard-to-digest
“trail mix,” gels, or power bars.
Within 30 minutes of finishing your shooting,
drink and eat a recovery meal. There is a wide selection of recovery powers and foods in the health food
section of most supermarkets.
My next article will summarize the research on how
to train for your best performance.
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Building
Consistency of
Shots, Pt 2
by Simon Needham
This article was begun in the last issue (AFm 23-5) and
picks up where it dropped off, in a discussion of draw
mechanics. This discussion came up as Simon was discussion tuning and realized that tuning is based upon the
archer being consistent, so since that is a precondition for
fine tuning, it is being discussed … now. Ed.
Draw Mechanics, Continued … The draw arm
has a little more to do, once the fingers have been set
on the string the bow can be drawn slightly in the
lowered position, to fully locate the fingers on the
string and to ensure that the bow hand is in the
correct position in the grip 4-5 . The bow should be
lifted into approximate alignment with the target
with the draw hand lifted at the same time keeping
the arrow horizontal, the string can then be drawn
back towards the anchor point ensuring that the
shoulder is put back into alignment and the draw
elbow kept up so at full draw, looking from the top, a
line extended back from the arrow follows the line of
the forearm so that it would exit through the elbow
joint and from the side would extend through the
bottom of the elbow joint. Due to the individual
archer’s ratio of upper arm to forearm length, that
may not be completely possible to achieve, in which
case I think that it is better that the difference is taken
up by raising the elbow, rather than having stick out
to the side (see photos).
To shoot well, only the muscles needed to draw
the bow should be utilised. You can have two archers
who look identical in position at full draw. At that
point it is very difficult, to determine which archer, if
either, is using the correct muscle groups to draw the
bow. Once the string has been released you will easily
Archery Focus

see which one is using the correct muscle groups. As
such, you do not shoot the bow, you draw the string
back to anchor, ensure the body is in the correct alignment, complete the aim and at the right time the fingers release the string. All movement thereafter
should come from the setup of the shot. If the correct
muscles are used and the archer “finishes the shot” the
bow hand will remain relaxed, and after the bow has
initially moved towards the archer, into the relaxed
hand, the forward pressure of the arm will move it
towards the target, on reaching the limit of the finger
sling will draw the relaxed hand out towards the target, as the bow rotates forward it will draw the relaxed
hand downward, during this the front arm will remain
in line with the target.
The draw hand, on release of the string, should
remain relaxed and the elbow will rotate behind the
archer, drawing the hand along the side of the face
and neck, with the hand stopping above the clavicle
and the upper arm reaches its limit of rotation.
The archer who is not utilising the correct muscle
groups and therefore has too much tension in the arm
muscles will have a noticeable lack of rear travel in the
draw arm and have a stiffness in his movements, the
front arm may well swing away from the target
instead of staying in line.
The bow should be drawn back by the archer
rotating the upper draw arm into the correct position,
as the only requirement of the lower draw arm and
hand is to maintain the position of the fingers on the
string, the lower arm is drawn into position through
the action of the upper arms movement. As the elbow
Continued on the Next Page
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If the correct muscle
is the pivot point, the
groups are used to draw
lower arm should align
the bow, the draw force
with the arrow throughline remains within the
out the draw, and remain
triangle made, when
in alignment at anchor.
observing from above, by
One way to practice
the angle of both foreto get used to using the
arms. This gives the feelcorrect muscles is to use
ing of being behind the
the reversal sling (aka
shot. If, however, the
Formaster™, elbow sling),
archer also uses their foreas the sling is cupped
arm and biceps muscles to
around the elbow and
attached to the string the The arrow line (A) and the primary force line (B) are not the same. draw the bow the draw
only way to draw the bow The tip of the draw elbow, the nock, and the center of pressure on the force line moves away
back is to rotate the upper bow grip all need to be in a line (B, not A, see other photo), from this from the archer’s chest,
view as well as from above or behind. This ensures good biomechanics.
giving the archer the
arm into position. Using
this device, archers can identify that these are the cor- appearance of leaning forward to hold the draw
rect muscles that should be used to draw the bow. As weight as the draw force line is in front of the archer.
Not only does the archer have to come to the
this can be done in the home in front of a mirror it is
easy to ensure the correct position is achieved and same “anchor” position at full draw, but they must get
maintained. At full draw the head and neck should be to that position using identical movements to get
relaxed and moved out of the way. The archer should there. So that the start position of the draw and the
ensure that the biceps and muscles of the lower arm path the hands and arms take to get to the anchor
are kept relaxed. Another way to do this is to get the position are the same every time. The start of the
archer to mimic the movement of the draw while a draw can be replicated by ensuring that the draw hand
second person (helper/coach) places their hand relative to the brace is the same every time, and that
against the back of the elbow and give resistance to as the hand is drawn back past the cheek/chin it
the movement, this is a fairly common practice to get touches the same every time. It is the setting up of the
the archer to feel which muscles are to be engaged. muscles at full draw consistently, that allows for a
The second part of this is to get the archer to do the consistent release. If the draw pattern is different
same movement but the helper uses their other hand every time the archer draws the bow, that can only be
to move the forearm in and out from the archer’s face. from how the muscles are contracted differently,
The forearm should be relaxed and easily moved which in turn will change how they release when the
backwards and forwards, while maintaining the rear- fingers slip from the string. It is easy to think of musward pressure of the elbow. If any of the other arm cles like an elastic band getting tighter, in fact it is
muscles are engaged to forearm will be stiff to move. more like 100 elastic bands in a bundle, with how
This manifests itself in the shot, as when the archer much twist and stretch you put on them as you pull
releases the string the draw hand may only move a them apart, determining how they spring back.
short way to the rear and stop stiffly, indicating that Consistency of draw path is often overlooked but
the muscles of the biceps and forearm are being used having it is essential to consistent accuracy.
At full draw, the two points of force are just below
to try and draw the bow.
When you think about it, shooting is about the the pivot point in the grip of the bow and the joint of
“feel” of the draw and shot, the archer can “see” very the drawing elbow, with the bow hand pressing
little: string, sight, target, most of which is out of towards the target and the draw arm elbow, posifocus. The body position, alignment, and muscle use tioned by your back muscles, resisting equally in the
can only be felt. As a large percentage of people (80%) opposite direction. With correct alignment, looking
are primarily visual as first sense, they need to bring to from the side, a line drawn from the centre of the
the fore their kinaesthetic sense. This can be aided by draw elbow to just below the pivot point on the grip
closing the eyes while carrying out reversals to feel should follow the line of the draw forearm. With a
what parts of the body are being used. Closed eye line extended though the arrow lining up with the
releases also enforce the feel of the shot.
lower part of the elbow joint.
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The Release The final stage of the shot is the
release. It is important that a conscious followthrough
is a deliberate part of the shot sequence. The body is
very good at anticipating what its next movement is
likely to be, especially if it is a repetitive movement.
So the usual anticipated movement is to lower the
arm to get ready load the next arrow, but what tends
to happen is that the arm starts to relax even before
the arrow is released, as the first movement of the bow
is towards the archer, meeting a relaxing arm leads to
inconsistency. I think the best way to overcome this is
to build into the shot the finishing mantra “the shot
finishes when the arrow hits the target,” when shooting at the longest distance.
As the bow is drawn, the mental focus should be
on the draw and what is happening on the line of
force, this can be achieved by watching the arrow
being drawn through the clicker. Prior to clicker use,
the archer can be instructed to focus on the back of
his bow hand, this can be useful for compound
archers. This keeps his mind on what is happening on
the primary force line. In the archer’s peripheral
vision during the draw they will be aware that the bow
is generally pointing in the right direction. Once the
anchor position has been reached at full draw, there is
Archery Focus

a quick mental check that the draw position feels correct. The eye can then be re-focused on the point of
aim on the target, taking in the string position against
the sight pin. Once switched to the sighting of the
bow, the focus must remain on the target. When the
string is released the eye’s focus should remain on the
point of aim until the arrow hits the target. Close up
videoing of the archer’s eye while they are shooting
will give you a good insight into how long they maintain their focus after the string is released. Ideally the
video should show the eye remaining open and steady,
focused on the target throughout the release until the
arrow hits the target, at which point the archer may
blink, which indicates the end of the shot.
It is about keeping the shot simple and repeatable.
Archers should know what they are trying to achieve
in all aspects of the draw and release, which may not
be fully possible straight away and may take weeks or
months of work just to improve one aspect. It is consistency that will lead to groups, so good scores can be
achieved with consistent form even when the form is
not perfected, but it can always be improved. And
tuning necessarily is built upon consistency.
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Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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Helping the Helpers
—Getting Started
Part 3 of a Series
by Veronica-Mae Soar
In the first two instalments in this series design to
help club members who are pressed into service to
help beginners shoot for the first time, I covered some
basics and then the equipment needs we all have to
make a success for a new beginner giving archery a
try.
Now it is time to “get started” and we need to
address “with what” and “how.”
We Didn’t Get To Shoot For Ages!
I have heard sad tales from beginners who had to
stand around while their coach gave them a history
lesson about archery, the workings of the governing
body, and a lot of information which at this stage is
neither required nor relevant. (We didn’t get to shoot
for ages!) By all means if you repair to the pub or the
coffee shop afterwards give them just a little background . . . if they appear interested. But they are here
to shoot, so let’s get on with it.
Introductions
Tell them your name, of course, and then ask theirs
and what they prefer to be called.
Show them the equipment they will be using and
provide a simple explanation of those parts of it they
will need to know . . only. Assure them that they will
soon get used to certain words with which they are
unfamiliar, such as nock. You can also briefly tell them
that this is a simple bow with which to start and there
are many other types that they can learn about later.
You should also at this time mention that there may
be moments when in order to help them get a posiArchery Focus

tion right you will need to touch them, touch their
arm, hand, or shoulder, and ask if they mind. This is
very important—particularly if your pupil is female
and you are male. Some clubs and organisations have
strict rules that on no account must a coach touch a
pupil. However, I have found that if you ask first and
explain what you are going to do and why I have never
had anyone say that they minded. But do be aware of
this potential problem. Later, when you find you need
such a touch, ask them again
Safety
It is difficult to decide just where this aspect should
go, in a book of instructions, since safety is interwoven with so many of the subjects covered here.
However, it would be at this point that you would
need to make clear to your pupil that safety is paramount and that archery is one of the safest sports
there is, purely because stringent safety rules are
strictly adhered to.
If you are on your club’s ground then the field layout should already be one which covers all safety
aspects – sufficient distance behind and at the sides of
the target and, where necessary, warning flags and
lines to keep wandering folk out into the danger zone.
As an archer you will be only too aware that unless the
arrow is stopped by the target it can go a very long
way, often further than one would imagine. And also
you will surely know what can happen when an arrow
slips off the rest just as an archer releases.
If there are others there shooting you will, of
Continued on the Next Page
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course, have someone with whistle in hand, directing
everyone as to when they may shoot and when they
may collect arrows. You can point this out to your
pupil. But if you are on your own, what then? Well,
you should still introduce the concept as this is something your pupil will need to get used to. So something else which should be
in your “busy box” is a whistle. Beginners also need
reminding from time to
time. I recall a corporate
day where we had clearly
told everyone to wait for
the whistle before collecting only to find one group
cheerfully wandering up to the target to collect their
arrows while another group was still shooting.
If your pupil has never seen an archer up close
shooting, and there is no-one else shooting on the
field that you can point to, you might demonstrate the
action for them so that they have an image in their
mind of what they are going to aspire to. Use the same
bow, or type of bow, that they will be using. If your
first arrow goes into the centre, regard it nonchalantly and don’t try to put a second one there.

Here Comes the KISS
You all know this one, the KISS principle, which
stands for “Keep It Simple, Stupid.” Your pupil will be
nervous enough already, so make sure that that what
you say is simple and does not contain a lot of archery
jargon. They will gradually get to know all these
things but, at the moment,
they have enough to think
about. There is also the
matter of communication.
Who has not winced or
groaned at a seemingly
ridiculous answer from a
TV quiz contestant. A nervous or worried person can
do, or say, some very odd things. Nervousness can also
mean that what you say does not get through sufficiently, so regularly check that they have understood
what you have said. Your pupil is being introduced to
a whole host of new ideas and actions and you may be
surprised by their interpretation of what you are saying. More on this later.

“Your pupil is being introduced
to a whole host of new ideas
and actions and you may be
surprised by their interpretation
of what you are saying.”

Next topics: Shooting Left or Right . . . and Eye
Dominance

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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Shooting with
a Mouth Tab
by Randi Smith
Shooting with a mouth tab is an easy way to try
archery for someone who can only use one arm or hand.
Mouth tabs are inexpensive and quick to put together. I’ve
included two ways to make a mouth tab: a basic, simple
“try-me” mouth tab and a mouth tab that is actually
attached to the string.
The try-me mouth tab is easy to make so it can be
made in advance and used in clinics and group classes as
well as in individual lessons. The archer can also keep the
mouth tab, either as a souvenir or to bring back for the
next lesson. (Be sure to use a new mouth tab for each individual!)
See “Mouth Tab Instructions Sidebar” where this and
a more permanent version are treated.
As a coach, I’d suggest you try shooting with a mouth
tab. When I tried it, I was surprised at how much the neck
muscles were used, but I was able to get pretty accurate . .
. at 10 meters with a 15 pound bow!
As with any new archer, it’s important that you get to
know the archer and explain what is going to happen.
Make sure the archer has original teeth, not dentures.
Shooting with a mouth tab won’t hurt original teeth, but
might put too much pressure on implants or dentures. It’s
actually harder on the neck than on the teeth.
First Time Shooting
These are the steps for helping an archer shoot with a
mouth tab for the first time. These steps are for an archer
who is shooting a right handed bow, with the bow in the
left hand. I prefer to start with a blank bale (no target) at
no more than 10 yards.
1. Start with the simple mouth tab and a light poundage
bow. I’d suggest no more than 15 pounds. Archers may
move up in weight fairly quickly, but it’s important to
start very light.
2. Line up straddling the shooting line, no more that 10
yards from the target. Use a similar stance to that of an
archer without a disability. An archer using a wheelArchery Focus

chair or a chair straddles the line with the wheelchair
or chair.
3. Have the archer grip the bow with the left hand; the
coach can put the arrow on the string and the rest.
4. The archer bites the mouth tab with the molars on the
right side of the mouth. Continuing to bite down, the
archer pushes the bow out toward the target.
5. After reaching full extension, the archer aims at center
of the target and releases the arrow by opening the
bottom jaw. (If the archer does not get to full extension
on the first shot, don’t be too concerned; the first shot
can be scary. Once the archer is familiar with the
process, full extension should get easier)
6. The bow arm continues to point at the target.
After the first few shots - once the archer is comfortable with the routine - go ahead and put up something to
aim at. Have the archer aim at the same spot until he can

get a group. (The group may not be on the aiming spot).
Once there is a group, then the archer can adjust the aiming.
It’s also okay to add a sight and/or a stabilizer as soon
Continued on the Page 39
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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as the archer is comfortable with using the mouth tab.
However, be sure that the physical weight of the bow does
not become too much for the archer. You can also increase
the distance as the archer becomes more comfortable.
At this point, I also try (with the archer) to figure out
a way for the archer to do his own loading. The bow may
be able to lay on his lap or rest on the stabilizer. If the
archer has some use of the other arm, it may be able to
help stabilize the bow while it is loaded. It may not be fast,
but it will enable the archer to shoot on his own.
For some archers, this will be all the instruction they
want or need. If they are going to purchase a bow of their
own, they may want to put on a more permanent mouth
tab (see instructions in sidebar).
For Those Who Want to Be Competitive or Improve
Their Skill You Can Do the Following:
1. Help the archer to develop a routine. The steps will be
similar to those for any archer, but they might be in a
different order.
2. It is important that the mouth tab is placed on the
same teeth every time and the bite should be the same.
Eric Bennett said, “The biggest suggestion I can make
is to be extremely consistent in biting the tab. In
recent years I have seen some real crazy arrow flight
when I don’t take the time to get the tab on my teeth
the same way every time.”
3. A second point of reference will help. If the string
angle allows, a nose touch on the string is good (see
photo).
4. Make sure the bow arm shoulder is down and in proper alignment. The arm should be fully extended,
strong, but relaxed.
5. Pay attention to the bow hand. For some archers as
they extend the bow arm, the hand will move. It’s best
if it can stay in one spot through the whole shot, but if
not, the archer needs to be sure to check it while at full
draw and keep it in the same spot from shot to shot.
6. Make sure the right shoulder (the one not holding the
bow) is also set. Back and down is also good for it.
Check the final alignment and make sure the shoulders, the head, and the bow are aligned with each other.
(Note If the archer has no control of this side of the
body (perhaps due to a stroke), make sure the non-used
arm is stable and out of the way. A strap around the
body and the arm or keeping the hand in a pocket are
two options (see photo).
7. Once the extension of the bow arm begins, the head
needs to stay in one spot, or any movement should be
minimal.
8. When releasing the string, the head movement should
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be minimal. Rather than opening the mouth and letting the string “pop” out, it is better to relax the jaw and
let the string slide out, or open the bottom jaw keeping the rest of the head stationery. It is important that
the method of release is the same every time.
9. Remember to keep the bow arm strong and pointing
at the follow through.
The archer should follow the same steps in the same
order every time.
Equipment Set Up and Tuning
For indoor shooting, the mouth tab can be either above or
below the arrow, whichever will tune and group best. For
outdoor shooting, because of the distance, the mouth tab
will need to be above the arrow.
Some archers prefer to have the mouth tab directly on
the string; others prefer to tie it on to a D-loop. This is a
personal preference. Mouth tabs that are placed on a Dloop can be made in advance so they can be easily
replaced. Different archers also prefer different materials.
Some use nylon pet leash; others may use climbing rope;
some use leather. Don’t be afraid to experiment and see
what works best.
Draw length is critical. It may take some work to get
it perfect, but it will be worth it. Jeff Fabry said “Arrows
impacting on the target tell me if my draw length is correct. Arrows going left of my group, draw length is too
long. Arrows right of my group, draw length too short.”
Nock fit on the string is also critical. If the nock is too
tight, as the bow is drawn back the arrow will lift off of the
rest. Reserve the string with smaller serving and eliminate
the pinch.
Having a mouth tab on the string (no matter which
way it is attached) will slow it down - remember grouping
is more important than speed! Jeff ’s comment was “One
day I was in the shop and needed to tie on a new tab. After
removing the tab I had a friend shoot my bow through the
chronograph (using an ordinary tab). We were shocked to
see an increase in arrow speed of 25 fps.”
There are other ways to shoot when only one arm or hand
can be used. I will cover those options in a future article.
The following two archers contributed to this article:
Jeff Fabry - 4 time Paralympian (2004, 2008, 2012,
2016); 3 time medalist (2004 - bronze individual and
team; 2008 - bronze; 2012 - gold). World Championships
- 2003 - gold; 2005 - gold; 2007 - gold; 2009 - silver; 2013
- silver; 2017 - gold
Eric Bennett - 3 time Paralympian (2008, 2012,
2016); World Championships - 2015 (gold)
Continued on the Next Page
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Building a Simple Mouth Tab

Materials
• 550 Parachute Cord (or something similar)
• Ruler
• Needle & Thread (heavy duty thread or fishing
line)
• Scissors
• Lighter

• Loop the ends of the cord around the string
and through the loop. The mouth tab will go
above the nockset; the arrow will go below the
nockset (see photos).

Instructions
• Cut cord to 5˝ and melt the ends with the
lighter.
• Fold the cord in half. Match the ends and sew
up about 1˝. Use the lighter to melt the ends
together (see photos).

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Building a More Permanent Mouth Tab

clamp it out about 1.5 from the bowstring (see
photo).
• Sew the two layers of the mouth tab together.
Begin next to the string at the bottom, go up
alongside the string, then around the perimeter. Back at the beginning go up along the
string again about halfway and then down the
center. Be sure to knot the thread at the beginning and the end.
• Cut the dog leash just past the sewing and melt
the ends so it won’t fray. Be sure to avoid burning your sewing stiches.

Materials
• 1⁄2˝ Dog leash or 1⁄4˝ climbing rope
• Spyder wire (fishing line) or heavy duty thread
• Upholstery needle or other large heavy duty
needle
• Scissors
• Lighter
• Small Clamp
Instructions
• Decide where the mouth tab will go by measuring for the nocking point and clamping on
a metal nocking point locator. (The nocking
point can be tied on if you prefer.) The arrow
will go below the nocking point; the mouth tab
will go above the nocking point.
• Fold the dog leash over the bowstring and
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• When using climbing rope or other materials,
the process will be similar although sewing the
two sides together will be different.
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Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while just
trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Shooting in
The Zone

Some Tips on Performance Psychology
by James Swan, Ph.D.
I first became interested in archery back in the
late 1950’s when I went to went to a Sportsman’s
Expo in Detroit where Fred Bear performed trick
shots for a huge crowd. My father and I both got
archery equipment after that. In addition to
bowhunting, I joined an indoor league with Ann
Marston, and shot field archery. It was fun, but when
I went to the University of Michigan there was no
archery team and I got serious about other sports: as
a place-kicker playing football and rugby, and almost
made the golf team. In those days sports psychology
was “rub a little dirt in it” and “try harder.”
My first major course of study at college was
wildlife management. Sophomore year I was assigned
to read Aldo Leopold’s book A Sand County
Almanac. When I read Aldo’s quote, “The real substance of conservation lies not in the physical processes of government, but in the mental processes of its
citizens,” I decided that if I wanted to be a conservationist I should study people and not animals, so I
changed my major first to conservation education,
and then in graduate school I studied psychology.
Once I got my Ph.D. in psychology, I moved west
and began teaching classes about preparing human
services professionals and outdoor recreation at the
University of Oregon, which was then and still is a
strong sports school, and since I’d played varsity
sports in college, the campus counseling center invited me to join and work with athletes. In doing so I
got involved with new aspects of sports psychology
including martial arts, yoga, meditation, visualization,
guided imagery, and somatic therapies like
Feldenkrais Alexander Technique exercises. The goal
now for athletes was being in “The Zone,” which is a
state of mind where you’re relaxed, focused, and able
to perform at your best.
I worked with athletes in many different sports,
but money for my faculty job ran out and so I moved
to Seattle where I ran a holistic health center and con40

tinued counseling. Some of my clients were professional athletes, a semi-pro women’s basketball team,
serious amateurs, musicians and actors.
In the early 80’s I left Seattle and moved to the
San Francisco area, where I began to write, produce
events and television content, and develop my skills in
music and acting. As I explored new areas, I saw patterns of continuity among all forms of performance.
This article is a synthesis of what I’ve learned
about performance psychology.
The Basics
Success at any sport involves mental and physical
skills, as well as knowing how to use your equipment.
Let’s start with some basics for archery.
The Right Equipment and Method You should
feel comfortable with your equipment. Get to know
the maximum distance you can shoot accurately.
Shooting instinctively versus with sights makes a big
difference; choose which one is best for you.
Practicality To develop a positive mindset, before
you shoot always be aware of the ultimate trajectory
direction of your line of fire. If you can't be sure the
shot won’t endanger anyone, don’t take it.
Manage Your Emotions and Focus The key to
consistent peak performance isn’t so much willfully
bearing down and trying harder, but it is more the
attaining of a focused mental state of mind-body
coordination where intention and execution originate
from a conscious decision that happens naturally.
Before getting to actually concentrating, though, the
basics of mind-body coordination must be dealt with.
Here is an exercise to get you started: to begin, sit
down, close your eyes and breathe slowly. Slowly
inhale for a five count. Now hold for a 5 count, and
then slowly exhale for an 8-10 count. Your breathing
will slow down and so will your pulse. Then begin a
series of relaxing breaths to focus on your body. Begin
by focusing your attention on your feet for the first
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relaxing breath. Now move to your ankles. Then your
calves, knees, thighs, pelvis, stomach, chest, arms and
hands, neck, and finally your head. Now say to yourself, “My mind and body are relaxed, and I am ready.”
Now close your eyes and create an image of yourself shooting an arrow at a target and hitting the
bull’s-eye. Your goal here is to see yourself as if you are
in a cone of light with nothing but you and the target.
You should now feel both relaxed and a little excited.
Develop Your Concentration Excitement is good.
Fear of excitement isn’t. Reacting fearfully to excitement reduces accuracy. The following techniques
should help strengthen your concentration.
1. Focus On Two Basic Eyesight Goals One is “soft
eyes.” Let go of the need to focus on detail all the
time. Instead, become aware of your full range of
vision. By starting with soft eyes you remove any
concerns about what’s going on around you. The
second is to hone in on your target by focusing on
the exact center.
2. Think Positively Strength training includes exercise, but your mental attitude also effects your
physical strength. Try this experiment. Hold your
bow arm straight out in front of you and make it
strong, like you’re holding up a weight. Ask a
friend to push down on your arm to determine
your strength.
Now, shake your arm, relax and let it drop.
Now raise your arm again, point your finger at a
place on a wall. Now create an image of your arm
as a wet noodle. Test your strength now. A weak
mental image will weaken you, reducing self-confidence and making it more difficult to shoot accurately. This also increases anxiety. This shows the
importance of a positive attitude.
Lower your arm and relax. Now extend your
bow arm and point it at the target. Then hold your
hand at the anchor point next to your chin and
imagine that a beam of light is flowing from your
anchor fingers through the supporting arm (point
with the first finger to aim at the bull’s-eye. Actor
Bob Stack, who was a national champion skeet
shooter, told me that his aiming imagery for
shooting skeet was to imagine a stream of water
like from a hose coming out of his shotgun barrel
to know how much to lead.
3. Control Breathing This time, raise your arm and
inhale slowly as you begin drawing an arrow or.
Hold your breath when you’re sighting on the target. When it feels right, take your shot and exhale.
This is an application of the relaxing breath.
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4. Try Choosing a Word or Phrase to Help You Focus
When you’re visualizing the beam of light some
people think of a word like: “bull’s-eye,” as you
anchor and then shoot. That positive word blocks
mental chatter that decreases your ability to be
focused.
5. Enlist a Helpful Witness Most of us carry imaginary witnesses with us. A good witness is a wise
coach that helps you to improve your performance.
Imagine someone you respect as a coach standing
behind you before you draw the bow and shoot.
This technique is also used by actors and musicians who imagine a hero or teacher watching
them perform.
Practice Practice helps build confidence, but repetition alone isn’t enough. Perfection is rooted in mastering mental and physical skills. Each time before
you begin shooting, sit down and recall a time when
you shot your best. Then carry that feeling of confidence into your shooting. How you shoot is more
important that how much you shoot.
Want More? Most folks find that using this system to cultivate “soft eyes” and improve performance
will have positive results. However, sometimes they
find that they still have trouble consistently settling
into a focused mental set. When this happens you
might try using a version of the witness imagery to
investigate. Namely, take a relaxation breath, and then
assume the physical posture of shooting, close your
eyes and imagine yourself performing. Hold that
image and wait until to you start to feel anxious. Now
freeze the frame, and in your image step back and
look at the scene to see if anyone is there who is
upsetting you. A runner I worked with said that he
saw his coach standing there holding a stop watch and
yelling at him to go faster, which was making him
upset. Another person, a skier, said that his mother
was there watching and very worried that he’d fall and
hurt himself. In both cases, these athletes went and
talked directly with the negative witness.
There are now many books about sports performance. Personally, I like a book about performance
psychology and acting, Setting Free The Actor by
Anne Brebner. Anne was the casting director for
George Lucas’s “Star Wars” series, who became my
acting coach. Before she got into acting, she studied
to be a psychiatrist. Anne’s advice basically is to discover yourself through imagery, and if you run into a
real problem, then see a counselor.
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Getting Serious:
Helping Them with
More Advanced Tuning
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER
When your archers have mastered basic tuning,
they often are curious about more advanced tuning.
Let’s jump to the end of the line to look at the
Cadillac, no the Rolls-Royce, of tuning: group tuning.
Preliminaries to Group Tuning
This is something an archer shouldn’t undertake
unless they have reached a stage where they are consistently grouping well at all distances they are competing in. Since this process is quite laborious, to
attempt it before the preliminaries are in place will be
a great waste of time. So, this is not for beginners or
even intermediate archers.
What Group Tuning Accomplishes
There is a short list of things that group tuning
accomplishes. In the early stages it confirms the quality of the tune at all of the competing distances. Later,
it is used to expose very small improvements that can
be extracted from an archer’s equipment.
Getting Started—Proportional Group Sizes
If a your or your student’s bow and your arrows are
tuned well, then consistent groups should be possible
and observed. And because arrows are fairly simple
projectiles they should show some consistent behavior, one of which is that the sizes of the groups should
be proportional to the distances shot.
For example, if your archer shoots three dozen
42

arrows at 30 meters and the diameter of the group is
20 centimeters. If that process were to be shot at double the distance, 60 meters, the diameter of the group
should also double, so the group should be 40 centimeters across/high. At
triple the distance, you
should get groups three
times as large, etc. Of
course, this is on a
windless day with no
other influences upon
the archer.
So, other than the
archer, why might one
not get proportional
groups? Two common
problems are excessive
drag and clearance
issues. If the arrows
themselves have excessive drag associated
with them (often this is
attributed to poor
fletching but it would
have to be really, really
poor to be the main
cause because the drag
size/diameter of your groups
associated with the The
should be proportional to the
distances shot.
shaft is far, far greater
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than of the fletches), the excessive drag will slow the
arrows rapidly and as their speed is lost, the arrows
become less stable and groups expand. If this is the
case, the grouping at longer distances will be larger
than expected. Clearance issues are issues in which
the arrow, as it is leaving the bow, strikes something
on its way out. That something can be a fletch or even
the arrow itself. The thing it hits can be the riser or
the arrow rest. It can even be the string dragging on
the archer’s chin as the shot is loosed. These issues
cause unstable arrow flight from the beginning, which
the fletches can damp out over time. This results in
groups at the closer distance being bigger than
expected when compared with the sizes of the groups
at longer distances.
Testing for Proportional Group Sizes A perfect
place to do this is the practice butts of a field range
because there are almost always a wide choice of target distances already set up. If you are at a target
range, you will have to set up targets at the distances
your student will be shooting. You will need three,
better four, target distances and it makes things simpler if you choose easy multiples of the smaller distance, e.g. 20, 40, 60, 80 yards/meters or 15, 30, 45, 60
yards/meters. You can do it at any four distances, but
then you will have to do
some math. It is also easier
if you use the same size target face.
The process is to shoot
enough arrows to establish
a reliable group size (you
can disregard obvious mistakes). You can determine
the group sizes either from the rings on the target (use
decimal scoring) or by wrapping a string around the
arrows and measuring the length of the wrapping
string (a rough circumference of the group).
Obviously if you don’t have many arrows, you will
need to shoot a number of ends and the string technique is a bit messy (if you have four groups of six
arrows, you will have four circumferences and you can
just average those). The circumference or diameter
(width/height) of round groups are direct measures of
“group size.”
It is best if all of the arrows are shot on the same
day so that the same conditions exist as well as the
archer being whatever they were on that day (no dayto-day variations in mood or physical ability).
Making the Comparisons If you were able to pick
four easy distances (20, 40, 60, 80) then the groups

sizes should line up as well. The smallest
one should be able to be multiplied by 2X,
3X, and 4X to get the other three (or close
enough). Do not expect these to be exact. The 40
group size might be exactly half of the 80 with the 60
exactly half way in between, but the 20 group size is
off. If so, this means that either the test was a bit iffy
(you can just repeat that distance to confirm the number) or you may have a clearance problem.
You may have to do this a number of times to get
a set of group sizes you feel good about and are
“believable” as to what they are telling you. But when
you have done this, you will feel that you have a good
idea of what your expected group sizes are at those
distances (you will know what is “normal” for you).
And That Was the Easy Part
The basic group testing is to make sure that there
aren’t any glaring problems with your setup or tune.
Once that is done we can get into fine tuning.
To fine tune your bow-arrow system by group
testing, the procedure is the same for nocking point
height adjustments and centershot adjustments, even
button pressure adjustments. You establish a repeatable group size at one of the longer distances in your
“suite.” Then you make a
minute change in one of the
variables, for example, a
1⁄32˝ (0.5 mm) change in
nocking point position, and
then you check the group
size again. Another little
change, another test, and so
on. You are looking for the
group size to shrink when it hits a sweet spot.
Obviously you need to test changes both up and down
in the nocking point, testing each change. After, say,
making four 1⁄32˝ downward changes in your nocking
point, you need to go back to normal and try making
upward changes. Ideally we would see the group sizes
shrink and then go back up in size around the “sweet
spot.” But we don’t know exactly where we are in that
scenario, so we have to feel our way along. And, “ideally” doesn’t come around very often, so we take the
best we can get.
Clearly this is laborious and should only be
undertaken when your archer has settled form and a
settled draw weight and a settled draw length. If your
student is still growing, don’t do it. If they are thinking about changing bows, don’t do it.

“You may have to do this a
number of times to get a set of
group sizes you feel good about
and are ‘believable’ as to what
they are telling you.”
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There Just Has to Be Something Easier!
There are quite a number of intermediate
tests that are substantially easier to perform,
but are not as fine. We will cover a couple of
these next time: Shooting at Vertical and Horizontal
Tapes and French or “Walk-Back” Tuning.

“Clearly this is laborious and
should only be undertaken when
your archer has settled form and
a settled draw weight and a settled draw length. If your student
is still growing, don’t do it. If
they are thinking about changing
bows, don’t do it.”

Make sure every shot
is strong and true
The Archer y Drill Book features 130 of the best
drills to help refine recur
recurve
ve bow, longbow, and
compound bow technique; improve the timing and
execution of your shot; build strength, stamina,
consistency, and balance; and keep you mentally
consistency,
focused on your training.
Each drill provides step-by-step instructions so you
know exactly how to perform the drill. The coaching
tips and variations enable you to modify the drills to
fit your skill level.
200 pages • ISBN 9781492588344 • US $26.95

Available at US.HumanKinetics.com and
ever ywhere books are sold!
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Getting Serious:
More Advanced Tuning
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
If you have basic tuning down, you may be interested
in more advanced tuning. Let’s jump to the end of the
line to look at the epitome of tuning: group tuning.
Preliminaries to Group Tuning
This is something you shouldn’t undertake unless you
have reached a stage where you are consistently
grouping well at all distances you are competing in.
Since this process is quite laborious, to go ahead with
it before the preliminaries are in place will be a great
waste of your time and effort. So, this is not for beginners or even intermediate archers.
What Group Tuning Accomplishes
There is a short list of things that group tuning
accomplishes. In the early stages it confirms the quality of your tune at all of your competing distances.
Later, it is used to make very small improvements that
can be extracted from your equipment. (And there is
no sense in fine tuning if your large scale tune is off,
right?)
Getting Started—
Are Your Group Sizes Proportional?
If a your bow and your arrows are tuned well, then
consistent groups should be possible and something
you now expect. And because arrows are fairly simple
projectiles they should show some consistent behavior, one of which is that the sizes of the groups should
be in proportion to the distances shot. This is because
if an arrow is shot “off line” so that it is one inch to
the left at 10 meters, it should be two inches to the
left at 20 meters, three inches to the left at 30 meters,
etc. Arrows shot to the left (or right, high, or low)
keep going on that line, getting farther away from target center as the arrow flies. Of course, this is on a
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windless day with no other influences on you or the
arrow.
So, if you shoot, say, three dozen arrows at 30
meters and the diameter of the group is 20 centimeters, if that number of arrows were to be shot at double the distance, 60 meters, the diameter of the group
should also double, so the group should be 40 centimeters across/high. At triple the distance, you
should get groups three times as large, etc. This is
what it means to have proportional group sizes.
So, other than mistakes made by you, why might
you not get proportional groups? Two common problems are excessive drag and clearance issues. If the
arrows themselves have excessive aerodynamic drag
associated with them (often this is attributed to poor
fletching but it would have to be really, really poor to
be the main cause because the drag associated with
the shaft is far, far greater than of the fletches), the
excessive drag will slow the arrows rapidly and as their
speed is lost, the arrows become less stable and groups
expand. If this is the case, the grouping at longer distances will be larger than expected. So, for example,
your group at triple the first distance will be larger
than triple the diameter of the group at that first distance. Clearance issues are issues in which the arrow
strikes something on its way out of the bow. That
“something” doing the “hitting” can be a fletch or
even the arrow itself. The thing it hits can be the riser
or the arrow rest. It can even be the string dragging on
your chin as the shot is loosed. These issues cause
unstable arrow flight from the beginning, which the
fletches can damp out over time but the damage is
done. This results in groups at the closer distances
being bigger than expected when compared with the
sizes of the groups at longer distances.
Continued on the Next Page
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Testing for Proportional Group Sizes
You start by checking your group sizes at a
range of distances (best if they include the
ones you are competing at). A perfect place to do
this is the practice butts of a field range because there
are almost always a wide choice of target distances
already set up. If you are at a target range instead, you
will have to set up targets at the distances you will be
shooting. You will need three, better four, target distances and it makes things simpler if you choose easy
multiples of the smaller distance, e.g. 20, 40, 60, 80
yards/meters or 15, 30, 45, 60 yards/meters. You can
do it at any four distances, but then you may have to
do some more complicated math. It is also easier if
you use the same size target face.
Next you shoot enough arrows to establish a reliable group size (you can disregard obvious mistakes).
You can determine the group sizes either from the
rings on the target (use decimal scoring) or by wrapping a string around the arrows and measuring the
length of the wrapping string (a rough circumference
of the group). Obviously if you don’t have many
arrows, you will need to shoot a number of ends and
the string technique is a bit messy (if you have four
groups of six arrows, you will have four circumferences and you can just average those). The circumference or diameter (width/height) of round groups are
direct measures of “group size.”
It is best if all of the arrows are shot on the same
day so that the same conditions exist as well as your
being whatever you were on that day (frisky, lethargic,
“normal,” hyper, whatever).
Making the Comparisons If you were able to pick
four easy distances (20, 40, 60, 80) then the groups
sizes should line up as well. The smallest one should
be able to be multiplied by 2X, 3X, and 4X to get the
other three (or close enough). Do not expect these to
be exact. The 40 group size might be exactly half of
the 80 with the 60 exactly half way in between, but
the 20 group size is off. If so, this means that either
the test was a bit iffy (you can just repeat that distance
to confirm the number) or you may have a clearance
problem.
You may have to do this a number of times to get
a set of group sizes you feel good about and are
“believable” as to what they are telling you. But when
you have done this, you will feel that you have a good
idea of what your expected group sizes are at those
distances (you will know what is “normal” for you).
This is important in competition where the question
often comes up “Was that arrow a mistake or is it
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“normal.” (Mistakes need to get corrected; correcting
normal shots leads to poor scores.)
And That Was Just the Beginning
The basic group testing is to make sure that there
aren’t any glaring problems with your setup or tune.
Once that is done we can move onto fine tuning.
To fine tune your bow-arrow system by group
testing, the procedure is the same for nocking point
height adjustments and centershot adjustments, even
button pressure or launcher rest stiffness adjustments.
You establish a repeatable group size at one of the
longer distances in your “suite.” Then you make a
minute change in one of the variables, for example, a
1⁄32˝ (0.5 mm) change in nocking point position, and
then you check the group size again. Another little
change, another test, and so on. You are looking for
the group size to shrink when it hits a sweet spot.
Obviously you need to test changes both up and down
in the nocking point, testing each change. After, say,
making four 1⁄32˝ downward changes in your nocking
point, you need to go back to normal and try making
upward changes. Ideally we would see the group sizes
shrink and then go back up in size around the “sweet
spot.” But we don’t know exactly where we are starting in that scenario, so we have to feel our way along.
For example, if you start on the sweet spot any change
will make things worse. If you start below the sweet
spot, increases make things better and decrease make
things worse. And, “ideally” doesn’t come around very
often, so we take the situation as it is. We test and
then look for the response.
Clearly this is laborious and should only be
undertaken unless you have settled form and a settled
draw weight and a settled draw length. If you are still
growing, don’t do it. If you are thinking about changing bows, or making a significant draw weight
change, don’t do it.
There Has Got to Be Something Easier!
There are quite a number of intermediate tests that
are substantially easier to perform, but are not as fine.
We will cover a couple of these next time: Shooting at
Vertical and Horizontal Tapes and French or “WalkBack” Tuning.
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